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The smart way to find, choose
and book your consultant.
Consultant Select is a simple, fully digital way to
get a referral to the right high-performing consultant
for your needs.
When you request care through our online Care Hub, you get a choice of up to 10 of
the highest-ranking consultants for your condition - based on specialism, performance
and location.

A simple three-step process.
Here's how easy using Consultant Select is:

1

See a Vitality GP or
NHS GP and get an
open referral

2

Start your claim
online using the
Vitality Care Hub

3

Choose your
consultant using our
Consultant Finder

Search results are based on your medical needs, consultant performance and location.
You can also talk to our Member Care team over the phone if you prefer. They can help
you find a consultant or help you with anything else you need.

Why choose
Consultant Select.
Smart

Easy

Effective

Consultant Finder on
our online Care Hub
automatically finds up to
10 of the highest-ranking
consultants for your condition
based on specialism,
performance and location.

Consultant Select offers
a seamless care journey
with a choice to use our
online Care Hub, with the
option of phone-based
support from our Member
Care team.

You’re more likely to see a
high-performing consultant,
as our Consultant Finder
prioritises Premier
Consultants, who deliver
superior performance
outcomes.

Proven to be more effective: The performance of metrics of Premier
Consultants have been independently peer reviewed.
Premier Consultants are shown to deliver, on average, superior performance* across key
measures including length of stay, re-admission rate and the need for patients to change
consultants. They’re indicated by a Premier Consultant label.
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Can’t find what you're looking for?
For extra flexibility, to see a specific consultant or get treatment at a certain hospital,
you have the option to add a hospital list to your plan. This gives you wider access
to leading private UK hospitals. You can find out more about our hospital lists in our
Guide to Personal Healthcare.

Consultant Select is not available to members
who live in the Channel Islands or Isle of Man.

Find out more.
For more information please speak
to your adviser or visit vitality.co.uk
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